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Dear Dr. Jesús Reinaldo Rivas,

Firstly let me express deep respect towards you and your team on behalf of the Socrates Nomination Committee and the
Socrates Almanac editorial board!
I`m honoured to inform that you have been chosen as one of the most prominent individuals in the regional science and
education arena. The Socrates Committee has nominated you for the prestigious international award in the higher education
sphere, ‘Best manager’. This is in recognition of your excellent reputation, modern educational programmes, high alumni level,
outstanding professional experience, important scientific researches and successful management.
The investigation of regional science and education leaders was conducted by the Socrates Nomination Committee research
department and included survey of open statistic sources, specialized media, and data of branch associations, bodies,
conferences and exhibitions.The nominated higher education personalities and institutions will be featured on the Socrates
Almanac and partners official web-sites and in the special section of the Socrates Almanac ‘Science and Education’ which will
present world science and educational community.
The winnersare to be acknowledged at the International forum, ‘Meet the Achievements -2014’, hosted by the Europe
Business Assembly on 21 April at the Institute of Directors, London, UK. The nominated healthcare personalities and providers
will be featured on the EBA official web-site and in the special section of the Socrates Almanac, which will be presented to
world leaders in healthcare and best medical practices.
Distinguished personalities representing regional education, businesses and science are to be acknowledged for their
contribution to local social and education sphereat the European Awards Night in the framework of the Excellence in Quality
and Management Forum, held on October 7th at the Intercontinental Carlton Hotel, Cannes, France. The event programme is
attached.
During the course of the forum you will be able to share your achievements and success story with other attendees and
promote any new developments you may have.
Your participation is very important for us and I am your personal coordinator to assist with the nomination registration and
other event related issues. Please contact me, tel. +441865794362, e-mail ebaoxford7@ebaoxford.co.uk , for further
information on the awards and to arrange registration before 5th of September.
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to ask.
I look forward to hearing your response.

Yours sincerely,
Alexandra Ferguson
EBA Coordinator
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